











































































































ee 930 1230

xray break Newt
DAYh MoNDA

intro slides
historical perspective on lasers

atomic physics and quantum optics
novel coherent light sources
x ray incentives in quantum
x rays for imaging
further nuclear incentives
incentive on quant optics with x rays
the trinity x ray physics

quantum optics plugs
nuclear transitions
few atoms

we start with a part on x rays
01tlowdowegeueratex rayso.ae photos

First x ray thots by Rdutgen
in Wiirgburg

with x ray tube Crookes tube
1895

How does this work
cathode rays

Bremsstrahlung Bohr model
ka way not bound e in atom














































































































what about radioactive sources
For instance decay of IIG to Iffe by E C

p e n c ve called electron capture

in our case

e e tee tree
27 26

Jt

2 270days

EC

42 136 6 keV
85

herald for 14.4kV photon

1 nut
b o

Ffe
But
not tunable
not very strong
is all the time on t not

reallycontrollable














































































































generation of electromagnetic radiation

fluff tested Maxwell's theory on electromagnetism

use a dipole onillator that emits radiation

fI sina.q.on.me
wax raid power is observed

to the oscillation direction

Larmor formula for radiated power

a.ee CEuT
Now let us assume that our oscil dipole

is moving at high speed transform from
rest frame to laboratory frame

Lorentftransformation
f

1

EVICTme.cz
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few examples for different values of f
Let us apply this transf for circular
acceleration Larmor formula

wife need
p etc 1 larger

GEE oeg4 EI N'zz nad loss
needs longer

check about mass small rug

electron is proton MpInn 1836 I 2 Los

PET tmeY noi3i.i

huge difference bremsstrahlung is emitted

mainly by electrons all x ray sources rely onpositrons that

D many powerful sources use

CIRCULAR ACCEL of thickly RELATT n'tic EL

Actually nowadays we do not use

kafir mmmm munducators

continuous periodic magnetic
circular trajectory structures



i s
some classification

µ WIGGLER

yµ
T

no overlapof light cones

tga asf
h UNDULATOR

radiation cones overlap wave trains can

interfere constructively

Similar fruinciple also for The Electron Laser

wiggler I NeNp
Net e bunch
Npt magnetpoles

emission of Siegle e ni diff
periods indef

em of diff e indef



undulator IN NeNph
em of triegle e in different
periods coherent

em of diff e independent

free electron I N Ne Mp
laser Self Amplified Spout Emine

movie Lets t photos DESY
etc

microbunching
electron pulse interacts with

the light emitted by Egolf and individual

e are accelf decal so that they bunch in
slices

HMMMM
each slice creates an x ray pulse
light of e in one mime bunch Calice adds up
coherently



Characterization
one typically speaks of BRILLIANCE

photous_
second Bw herod mm

see it as away to quantify
the flux

normalized to bandwidth Bw

0 nooBw eo
3 wid1hoffreg.spectn

characteristic freq
how monochromatic

normolefed to the emission openingangle

e
_ruined how well

m to the source age
collimated

how large is

much the effective source

graph on brilliance of sources 1
slide on coherence Hemporalftpalial



COHERENCE very important concept
temporal
perfectly monochromatic light is fully

coherent
4 slightlyIF l l l l diff
I l l l l
a
4th

ice 2h gang
phase please

coherence length e Lu I
Zdf

interference is possible over this distance
use monochromator wavelength filter
not good for SR XFEL

spatial slight misalignmentof beams2

s i i

i
wavefront are in

phase



D DI coherence length
E
D

e interference is possible over this distance
reduce source size D n'a aperture

very good fn KEEL

30Owdiffractionusingxraysy
Diffraction on a slit

H'ai t.ua

now let us consider a grating



iIN I4 grief
diffraction on grating
Theorem of Basinet complementary object
yield the paint diff pattern

now let us imagineQQ
4 0 63µm

Eg 0 6 visible
8 g 3 6 few

pg
Ed

and scale up to x rays
4 0.1 um

g too interatomic dettances

g 0.6 nm

our complementary grating is a crystal
lattice with atoms 1



til f
n 2 201 Milo screen

Bragg eguelion

Now how can we determine the structure off
which we leave scattered

spanoago flaealo

ETI
a

es E
array ofscatterers Scatteredintensityhey

I Fa Io momentum transfer

Alql JAK e 9 dx Fourier
transformT

we determine IN 9 T PHASE
we want to extract Atx problem



Formfadw
Let us check this in more detail

scattering from

Anigegelectronis
Eiu 70

re Thomson
E out cattle If EiuG'loose seat

length
e G in vector form

re works fruits 8456 due

e it E CEake retardation effect
into account

surface J over all directions is independentoff
emission 1 to electron motion induced by

incident field same story as for x rayproduction

scatteringfrom cluargediahibuhem

charge origin waned at F

et



Det

qq.it
Det

Tyrant

Iia ft Iia

relative phrase before scattering e
Eiu'T

after teaching
etikout.rs

I Tout Tin
ik

phase
tout RTT Eongui e

frowcharge I
towage origin

Now remember we aim to consider a charge

duties
cette Engin.fgc eiEr

this is tee formfactor
so basically our AG is called a form

factor

f I

fpcryeiE.Fd3rTEfmeCk7 zfjcEj.e
Raj



0 fcrntcey zgfjfkj.eew unin
cellxqec.EE

En

lattice

Photos

the phase is actuallyvery important
So we try to use whatever else we knowto

impose constraints

know part of the molecule already
exploit mathematical properties

symmetries non negative density ekg
object support aperture some area of zero signal
oversampling

Algorithm starting from a
guess

Rise for biological samples crystallization
of ribosomes other proteins
Problem need crystals of certain type some

molecules do not allow that
XFEL can image single molecules


